Abstract-In this paper, an unsupervised segmentation method using clustering is presented for color images. We propose to use a neural network based approach to automatic feature selection to achieve adaptive segmentation of color images. With a selforganizing feature map (SOFM), multiple color features can be analyzed, and the useful feature sequence (feature vector) can then be determined. The encoded feature vector is used in the final segmentation using fuzzy clustering. The proposed method has been applied in segmenting different types of color images, and the experimental results show that it outperforms the classical clustering method. Our study shows that the feature encoding approach offers great promise in automating and optimizing the segmentation of color images.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
INCE color provides important cues for image processing and object recognition, color images are used in many applications. However, the processing of color images presents special challenges since they are multidimensional. This is particularly the case for segmentation of color images. Conventional image segmentation relies mainly on a technique to detect the uniformity of the feature values of the image pixels [1] , [2] . For color image segmentation, different approaches have been explored. Among them, neural network based approach has received considerable attention [3] - [5] , [9] . Using a neural network, Littmann designed a local linear mappings (LLM) network based on LLMs for segmentation [3] . The network architecture is closely related to the self-organizing maps. Campadelli [4] proposed two different methods based on Huang's idea of using Hopfield networks [5] . With their network, spatial information can be taken into account. However, this method requires that the number of clusters be correctly estimated by histogram analysis to determine the network structure and its initialization.
Clustering algorithms based on unsupervised classification have been widely used for color image segmentation [6] , [7] , [15] - [18] . Kehtarnavaz [6] [7] developed a segmentation algorithm based on hierarchical clustering for segmenting texture color images. Cramariuc [18] combined the clustering in the color space with region growing in the image space for achieving automatic segmentation. Without the priori information of the image, the clustering methods only require the number of clusters and then self-organize to generate the clusters. If the image contains only homogenous regions, the clustering methods in the color space are sufficient to handle the problem. Unfortunately, most clustering algorithms suffer from the enormous costs of computation if the data of the class are scattered over the whole color space. The high computational cost has thus limited the practical applications of this segmentation approach. A well-suited color space needs to be chosen where color and intensity are coded independently.
Since the effectiveness of color image segmentation depends on the color reference system used, most algorithms designed are only suitable for use in a specific color space such as RGB [3] , [4] , "IJK" or KL_RGB [4] , [9] , CIEL a b [15] , or HIS [17] . Using K-L transformation of RGB color feature, Ohta was able to segment eight kinds of color images by recursive thresholding [8] . A major disadvantage of RGB system is the dependency of the three features on the light intensity [4] , [19] . This weakness can be overcome in other representation system where color and intensity are represented independently. Kehtarnavaz [6] chose the -geodesic space for clustering since the geodesic space provides perceived color shifts throughout the space. Littmann [3] used the YUV system because of its continuous representation of the color components. However, the experimental results showed that using RGB data provided by the cameras can give the best results. To achieve lower classification error and higher processing speed, Verikas [9] chose the "IJK" color space when using modular neural network for segmentation. The features, I, J, and K, are given by the eigensolution of the covariance matrix of the variables R, G, and B that is similar to those derived by Ohta [8] . Gauch [10] studied three different algorithms for segmentation in four different color spaces, RGB, YUV, HLS, and CIE L a b spaces. The experimental results were not totally consistent. As a result, they could hardly draw a conclusion on the influence of the chosen color spaces. The MCIS algorithm developed by Liu [11] does not need a priori information and is noise resistant. However, when comparing the influences of different color spaces on the segmentation results, they found that no single color space chosen could produce good segmentation results for all the testing color images in using the MCIS algorithm. Similar observations were also made by other researchers [3] , [4] , [9] - [12] . Therefore, it is important to extract well-suited color features from different color systems for color image processing [13] , [14] and segmentation. One way to achieve this is to execute the segmentation using different sets of color features and then to compare the results to determine the effective sets of color features [3] , [8] , [11] . This allows us to predefine the sets of color features. This is apparently a time consuming process. A desirable way is to determine a set of well-suited color features first and then segment the color images using this set of color features [6] , [9] , [15] , [19] . Our proposed approach here belongs to the latter. In our method, the determination of the effective color features depends on the analysis of various color features from each testing color image via the designed feature encoding. This is different from the previous methods like Verikas method [9] , where they chose a set of features for all testing color images since the feature set was suitable for their proposed network. The difference here is that our method is adaptable for segmenting different types of color images. With our method, the segmentation is based on the contributions of color features rather than the choice of a particular color space [6] , [9] , [15] . Here, a self-organizing feature map (SOFM) is used in the feature encoding so that it can self-organize the effective features for different color images. Fuzzy clustering is applied for the final segmentation when the well-suited color features and the initial parameters are available. With efficient feature analysis, our proposed method improves on the performance of clustering for color image segmentation. This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the feature encoding by SOFM network in determining the well-suited feature vectors for segmentation is proposed. Section III presents the results of color image segmentation using our method. Comparisons of our results with those using classical clustering are also given. To verify the effectiveness of our proposed method, Section IV gives an evaluation of the performance of the proposed algorithm. The conclusions are given in Section V.
II. FEATURE ENCODING
It is well known that all colors are perceived as combinations of three primary colors: red, green, and blue (RGB). Almost all of today's color image acquisition devices output images in RGB space. However, RGB space is not always ideal for different segmentation algorithms as will be shown in the experiments. A good segmentation algorithm requires the selection of a proper color space. We propose here to select the features for segmentation without being limited by any particular color space. We will show that suitable color feature vectors can be automatically extracted for segmentation via the feature encoding.
The feature encoding here is accomplished here via a neural network based approach. The feature encoder network consists of a number of feature vector units in the input layer and a feature map unit in the output layer, as shown in Fig. 1 . Each neuron in the input layer represents a feature and has its weights associated with the connections from itself to each neuron in the output layer. Assume that features are to be encoded. Then, the number of neurons in the input layer is . Feature vectors are extracted from the input image. The feature map units are represented in a two-dimensional (2-D) output space where the neurons are arranged as a 2-D array. The encoded feature vectors can then be determined from the resulting SOFM. For color images, features can be extracted from different color spaces such as RGB, SCT, YUV, HLS, L a b spaces etc. To compress the input image data, a receptive field can be adopted which is a movable, nonoverlapping window. For an color image with -dimensional feature vectors, if the window size is , then the number of input sample data is compressed by times. For a set of patterns represented by these compressed feature vectors, assuming each pattern , then the training sample data, i.e., the set of patterns, is represented as . Here, we use the SOFM to train the input feature vectors in the encoder network. A mapping from the feature space to the spatial space is accomplished via the SOFM through its spatial self-organizing capability. During a training cycle, only one of the output neurons, i.e., the winner, can fire at a time. That is, for each input vector, the winning output neuron will assign the input vector an appropriate class. The winner is determined by the minimal distance criterion. Since the network is self-organizing, the synaptic weight vector needs to change with the input vector . We modify the Hebbian hypothesis by including a nonlinear forgetting term, , where is the synaptic weight vector of neuron , and is some positive scalar function of its response . The only requirement imposed on the function is that the constant term in the series expansion of is zero. Then, we have for and for all (1) Using such a function, we may then define the computational map of SOFM algorithm given by the following differential equation (2) where denotes the continuous time, and is the learning rate of the algorithm.
In practice, (2) can be simplified further. If the input vector changes at a rate that is low compared to that of the synaptic weight vector for all , we may justifiably assume that due to the clustering effect, the response of neuron is at either a low or high saturation value depending on whether neuron is active or not. In addition, when neuron is in the temporarily activated state, the function takes the middle value. Thus, by identifying the activity of the neighborhood function , we have neuron is active neuron in the temporary case neuron is inactive. where is a positive constant. Accordingly, we may simplify (2) as neuron is inside the neighborhood.
(5) Without loss of generality, we may use the same scaling factor for the input vectors and the weight vectors . In other words, putting , we can simplify equation (5) further as neuron is inside the neighborhood. (6) According to (6), we know that the weight vectors tend to follow the input vectors as time increases. Given the synaptic weight vectors of neuron at discrete time , we may compute the updated value at time by (7) Here, is the neighborhood function around the winning neuron at time , and is the corresponding value of the learning rate.
The network is then trained by the self-organizing competitive learning algorithm. The training process continues until the encoder network converges. A cost function , referred to as Lyapunov function, is defined to determine the convergence of the encoder network: (8) where is the update counter for neuron , and stands for the input vectors. After minimizing the cost function, the network trained is in a stable state. The weights associated with the connections from each feature to the output neuron will also become fixed values.
Neurons in the feature map are arranged in a regular geometric structure before training. When training the encoder network with different feature vectors, each time at the start, one type of neural cells in the output layer is excited by the input During the feature encoding, the output layer maps the final response of the neural net to give the same output if any of the nodes from the same cluster fires. Similar input vectors always cause nodes from a local neighborhood to fire in response to the patterns from a class. We use the output response of neuron to depict the topology of a cluster in the feature map. Equations (2) and (3) show that if a neuron is active, it outputs 1; otherwise, it outputs 0. If a neuron is in the temporarily activated state, it outputs 0.5. After the network has converged at time , we calculate the mean of all the output responses of neuron neuron is always no active -neuron is in no activity or temporary neuron is always temporary -neuron is in temporary or activity neuron is always active. (9) Furthermore, we simplify the topology of the clusters in the feature map as a region map separated by the boundaries of the neuron groups. This results in several regions in the SOFM. Fig. 2 shows the region maps of a color image after the network has converged. The distribution of region map on the left is the mean of all the output responses, . The region map on the right characterizes the topology of six clusters in the feature map.
The effect of updating equation (7) is the motion of the synaptic weight vectors of the winning neuron toward the input vectors . Upon repeated training, the synaptic weight vectors tend to follow the distributions of the input vectors due to its neighborhood updating. Therefore, the algorithm leads to a topological ordering of the feature map in the output space. On the feature map, the distributions of the weights associated with each connection from the input feature vectors to the output neurons reflect the contributions of the input feature vectors to the clustering. For neurons in a 2-D output layer of the encoder network, all the weights , associated with a connection from the th feature to th neuron, are obtained. An encoded feature parameter is defined to represent the contribution of feature to the clustering from feature to all the neurons in region in the feature map. This is given as follows:
(10) where represents neurons in region , and is the weight associated with the connection from feature to neuron . The contribution of each feature to the clustering is evaluated by the variation , which is derived from the encoded feature parameter as follows:
where (12) If a feature has a strong influence on the clustering, its variation will be larger than others. A definite encoded feature sequence is then obtained. The above approach for feature encoding is referred to as the Encoder Segmented Neural Network (ESNN). In practice, a normalized coefficient of the variation is defined as follows: (13) A feature, which is the constituent of a feature vector, is ultimately determined by its value of . The segmentation here is achieved using fuzzy clustering, but it is an improved version of the classical Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) algorithm. Using our method, the final color image segmentation is accomplished by the encoded feature-based FCM, referred to as EFFCM algorithm [20] . The average color for each sub-region is calculated based on the original image after applying our method. RGB representation of color is then assigned to each pixel of the subregion since we need to display the segmented color image. Once the pixel of each region is labeled with the new RGB value, the segmented image can be displayed.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed method, we used some color images for testing in the experiments. The experiments were conducted using C++ and MATLAB programming on a Pentium III 450 platform with 128 MB memory. Each image is originally described in RGB space. Fifteen features are adopted from the intensities in RGB, SCT, YUV, HIS, and CIE L a b color spaces for the color images. In our encoding network, the input layer consists of 15 neurons. The output layer consists of 100 neurons arranged as a 2-D space map with 10 10 neuron structure. The input, a set of sample data for feature encoding, is constructed as an -integer value matrix whose row vector consists of 15 features associated with a pixel. The weights associated with the connections from each neuron between the input layer and the output layer is constructed as a 100 15 matrix. In the experiments, we set the neighborhood as 3. The feature encoding is considered as converged when the error coefficient is below to 0.0001. Some experimental results are given in Figs. 3-14 . The ESNN-based clustering algorithm first determines the initial number of clusters and the feature vectors for the fine segmentation. Here, the initial number of clusters is determined online. Fig. 2 shows the result of the feature map for a color image "SQUARE3" when the feature encoder network has converged. The "0" on the left half of the figure indicates a nonactivated neuron, whereas "1.0" indicates an activated neuron. An output value ranging from 0.6 to 0.9 indicates that the neuron is between the states of temporary and activated, in which case, the neuron has certain probability to be clustered into the group with its neighbors. A threshold value for each region boundary should be 0.5, representing that the neuron is in the temporary state, subject to a tolerance of 0.1. The corresponding region distributions on the SOFM are then determined as shown on the right half of Fig. 2 . Here, , the number of regions, is 6 for the color image "SQUARE3."
The determination of the feature vectors depends on the contributions of features to the clustering. Corresponding to the feature map of image "SQUARE3," the encoded feature parameters , the variations of each feature , and the normalized coefficients are then calculated, as shown in Table I . Note that -are the features from RGB space; -are the features from SCT space; -are the features from YIQ space; -are the features from HIS space; and -are the features from CIEL a b space. For clarity of explanation, the encoded definite feature sequence can be given by the values of the normalized coefficients of feature variations, i.e., for image "SQUARE3. With different threshold values for the normalized coefficients of feature variations, different feature vectors can be derived. The initial vectors of the center of clusters are set to random values. We then determine a positive definite matrix , reflecting the relationship between the feature and the center of the clusters, as an identity matrix. A value is used as the threshold for judging the convergence of the EFFCM algorithm. Depending on the defuzzification method used, each pixel is uniquely assigned to the class that has the maximum membership function.
The segmentation results using our ESNN method for image "SQUARE3" is shown in Fig. 3 , where several online results are given when different feature sequences encoded are used for the segmentation. The feature vectors, i.e., , , , , , , , and , , were derived when the normalized coefficient was 0.9, 0.6, 0.5, 0.3, and 0.2. The result marked with stars in Fig. 3 is the final result for the segmentation when using the encoded feature vector . The actual (final) number of clusters for image "SQUARE3" is seven.
Experiments with other color images are then conducted using our method via feature encoding. The calculation of for each color image is presented in Table II . The encoded definite feature sequences are given in Fig. 4 . It can be seen that for different color images, the encoded feature sequences are different. In addition, with different thresholds for the normalized coefficients of feature variations, different feature vectors were derived for the segmentation. Fig. 5 shows some final results of our method for the segmentation. In the final segmentation for image "SAMPLE," the encoded feature vector was obtained with , while for image "SQUARE2" a feature vector was encoded with . It can be inferred that the optimal feature vector suitable for the segmentation varies with different types of images. It should be noted that in our ESNN-based method, no preference is given to any particular color space. Rather, the encoder network can determine the best combinations of features (or spaces) for the application in concern.
We also conducted experiments in comparing our method with a traditional clustering method (the FCM algorithm) in different color spaces. With FCM method, the pixels belonging to a valid class are clustered. A cluster is determined if the maximum value of the membership function is below the threshold . Figs. 6-9 shows the results of segmentation using FCM method in different color spaces. In Fig. 6 , the results in segmenting image "SAMPLE" are unsatisfactory in SCT space, HLS space, and L a b space. In Fig. 7 , the results with image "CLOTHES" in SCT space, HLS space, and YUV space show some mixing up of the trousers, shoes, and long skirt in the segmented images. Furthermore, the results in YUV space and HLS space does not provide distinguishable segmentation of the short skirt and T-shirt. In these two examples, the results in RGB space are relatively better than those in other spaces. In Fig. 8 , none of the segmentation results for image "BEACH" in the five color spaces turns out to be satisfactory. In Fig. 9 , the result with image "STRAWBERRY" in L a b space is not satisfactory, while that in YUV space is better. The results show that using FCM method with a single color space, the segmentation results may not always be the best or even acceptable for different types of images. Furthermore, this method requires prior knowledge of some parameters for the segmentation including the number of clusters , the membership weighting exponent , the threshold for the membership function, etc. Therefore, the performance of the traditional clustering method relies heavily on the knowledge available and the luck in choosing a correct color space for the segmentation. Using a traditional clustering method, it is possible to achieve acceptable segmentation for a particular type of image using a specific color space. However, it is difficult to find a color space suitable for segmenting different types of color images. This problem can be avoided with the ESNN method we propose here. By feature encoding, a suitable feature vector can be determined automatically by the algorithm, which makes the segmentation adaptable to varied types of color images. To compare our ESNN-based method with the traditional FCM method, we conducted experiments with the results presented in Figs. 10-14. As shown in Fig. 10(c) , the red beans in image "BEANS" are distinguished by our method, whereas they are mixed with green beans when suing the FCM method. In Fig. 11(b) , the use of FCM does not produce distinguishable result between green, black, blue-green, and brown regions. Although our method produced some minor faults in brown region in image "SQUARE3," the final result is acceptable. The results in Fig. 12 appear similar. However, in 12(b) , three features were used in the segmentation by the traditional method, whereas in 12(c), only two features were needed by our approach. In Fig. 13 , the segmentation of image "HOUSE" using FCM method in RGB space is slightly better than that using our method. In Fig. 14(b) , part of the shoes is clustered to trousers, but in general, the results by both methods in (b) and (c) are satisfactory. On the whole, the final results using the encoded feature vectors are better than those obtained using a traditional clustering (FCM) algorithm when segmenting the same image. This can be attributed to the way the features are selected in our EFFCM algorithm. With a traditional clustering algorithm, the features used are limited to a particular color space. Problems will then occur if this color space is not properly chosen or it is insufficient for describing the image in concern. Such problems can be prevented by the feature encoding in our ESNN-based approach, which permits optimal selection of the features and feature sequences from different color spaces that best suit the image being processed. Our ESNN-based method offers its advantage over the traditional methods in providing automated feature selection and overcoming the limit by individual color spaces.
The average classification speed of our ESNN-based method is higher than that of the clasical FCM method. Our experiments were performed using MATLAB and C++ programming on a Pentium III 450 platform with 128 MB memory. In a typical segmentation task for a color image, the computation time using our ESNN-based method is around 5-6 min as compared with about 10-15 min by the FCM method. The automated feature selection by our method contributes to the enhanced speed performance in the segmentation.
IV. PERFORMANCE OF EVALUATION
In order to quantitatively evaluate the performance of our ESNN-based method in the image segmentation, the probability of errors between an ideally segmented image and an algorithmically segmented image is adopted [18] . For a two-class image, the probability of error is defined as error (13) where is the probability (of error) of a region of an object miscounted to the background, and is the probability (of error) of a region of the background miscounted to the object. and are the prior probabilities of the object and background, respectively, and are calculated from the ideally segmented image. For a multiclass image, the total probability of error is then given by error (14) where and are the th and th regions in an image consisting totally of regions. For good segmentation, , , and error should be very small. Table III lists the probabilities of errors in segmenting each image using the FCM method in different spaces and our ESNN-based method. The probabilities of errors based on ESNN method for image "BEANS," "DOOR," and "CLOTHES," are the smallest. For image "SQUARE2," although the errors by FCM method in RGB, HIS, and CIEL a b spaces are similar to the ESNN-based method's, exceptionally large errors (59% and 27%) occurred when in SCT and YUV spaces when using FCM. Similar cases occurred with image "SAMPLE," "HOUSE," and "FLOWER," where in RGB space FCM method gives an error rate of about 29%, which is similar to that of the ESNN-based method. However, in other spaces (SCT and YUV spaces), the results of FCM method are highly undesirable with error rates exceeding 48%. Although in some spaces, e.g., RGB for image "BEACH" and YUV for image "STRAWBERRY" and "SQUARE3," the FCM method performs equally well and may even be slightly better than the ESNN-based method; in other spaces, however, it performs much worse with a very high probability of errors. For example, the probability of error is nearly 60% in HIS for image "SQUARE3," 40% in SCT for image "STRAWBERRY," and 46% in CIEL a b for image "BEACH."
The probabilities of errors in the above examples in segmenting the color images by ESNN-based method and FCM method in the five color spaces are plotted in Fig. 15 . The curve of "ESNN" turned out to be the best among all the curves. This indicates that the ESNN-based method works well in segmenting all these images and its performance is more stable than that using FCM algorithm in any color space. The very high probabilities of errors of FCM method in some color spaces suggests that it would be highly risky to rely on a particular color space in segmenting different images. The ESNN-based method provides an attractive alternative in this respect.
From the above studies, we observe that the performance of the ESNN-based method in general is better than that of the FCM method in the segmentation. Although, in some particular space, the FCM method may perform slightly better than the ESNN-based method for a specific image, for other images, it performs much worse in the same space. It is seen, for example, while FCM in YUV space performs best in segmenting image "STRAWBERRY," it performs much worse than our ESNN-based method in segmenting image "FLOWER." For general applications, it would be extremely difficult if not impossible to identify a color space that is universally suitable for segmenting all types of images with a traditional segmentation method. On the other hand, with our ESNN-based method, the feature vector suitable for segmenting any input image can be extracted automatically by the algorithm.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed and implemented a new method for color image segmentation using clustering. With a classical clustering method, although feature vectors from some color spaces may be suitable for segmenting a particular type of color images, it is extremely difficult if not impossible to identify a color space that is universally suitable for segmenting all types of images. This problem can be solved by the proposed ESNNbased method using our feature encoding approach. With the SOFM, a feature vector suitable for segmenting the input image can be extracted automatically by the algorithm. Consequently, the ESNN-based method is an adaptive approach capable of segmenting different types of color images. Without the constraint of a particular color space, the encoded feature vectors are obtained based on the analysis of the contributions of all features to the segmentation. This promises to optimize the segmentation process and save the efforts in manually selecting suitable feature spaces for segmentation tasks. With the selective way the feature vector is formed, our method offers the potential for computation efficiency improvement to general segmentation tasks when a large number of feature vectors are otherwise to be used indiscriminately. 
